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1. Individuals representing 1% of the world's population occupies most of the Earth's
resources.
The remaining population lives in an imbalance between excess production,
consumption and poverty.
2. The power of the political and economic system around 1% of the population holds.
The remaining populations around 99% do not have any real power over decisions
that govern their lives.
3. The social secure systems characterized by the financial markets speculations.
Human's basic needs are neglected and ignored.
4. Involvement in the current system are being marginalized and overlooked.
Commitment is the basis for development of ideas and visions.
5. Current political and economic system is obsolete; it is not serve 99% of the
population and can be replaced.
Democracy advocates or rejects proposals from the entire population.
6. Dominant media TV channels and newspapers saying nothing about the real causes
and adverse effects of these crises.
People are unaware of the consequences for billions of people.
7. It is time to harness mankind's real interests.
General Assembly is a platform where every individual has the opportunity to
represent.

Problems with current system?
Speculation oblique sharing of resources.
The taxpayer will ensure the market via State guarantees.
Power BOM's restrictions do lobbying possible on politicians and lawmaker.

The market is governed by economic and politicians are governed by the market.
Ethics and morals are overridden in favor to profit.
Environmental awareness is a commodity.
The media are owned by private interests.
The system relies on the use of finite resources.

We need a new system?
We can patch up parts of the system to make it "work" better; unfortunately its culture
is all the time to maximize short-term profits.
The economic system is not a part of nature, it is human created. It is a system which
has its own life. The market can no longer be understood and verified because it is
partly driven by algorithms with SEC fast transactions.

How can it look like?
A fair distribution of the Earth's assets without political oppression and slavery in
finance. Such a society speaks for a genuine democracy.
A society may be a place where people come together to feel happy and free.
A society may be a place where people gather for water, food, warmth and shelter.
A society may be a place where people gather to meet intangible things such as
morality, close relationships and love.
A society may be a place where people gather to meet and discuss what matters.
A society may be a place where people seem to be together.

Will it work?
The knowledge that mankind has at its disposal are all an opportunities to shape a
system that works for and not against 99% of the population.
People who “take” up others and with open minds listen, think and argue, lose their
fear and are more direct in relationship with the reality - the present.

Why you?
People in large parts of the world are living with devastating consequences. There
are reasons to consider how the system works and how quickly Sweden are affected
by the outside world.
Is the reality we live in now the reality for tomorrow? Above points is the fact.

Occupy Sweden is the platform that brings people together to discuss just that.
Regardless of ideology, political orientation, religion or other faith we come together we the 99% of the people.

What do individuals in the movement want?
That all individuals who come together are a part of the movement.
That the movement not gets linked to any political party or organization.
That all are exchanging ideas and disseminate information. The Movement is all
together.
That comprehensive targeted is against financial institutions, as well as theirs
sympathizers.
Shaping the future of something new.
Not be overhasty and learn from mistakes on a small scale.
To jointly develop something we all can be a part of.

What is it that lives on human´s energy and in fear of dying if it regulates?
1. Commitment.
2. An spirit.
3. The Occupy movement.

Occupy movement lives with human´s energy.
· Occupiers living as the change we want to see.
· Occupiers represents himself and gathers around things we like.
· Occupiers are the initiatives which are appreciated.

OCCUPY SWEDEN; is a leaderless movement for all people regardless of their colour,
sex or belief. What we all have in common is to not tolerate greed and corruption.
The Movement creates real change from the bottom up and wants to see a General
Assembly in each garden and street corner. We do not need politics to build a better
society.

